A Progress Report

So remember when you’re feeling very small
and insecure
How amazingly unlikely is your birth
And pray that there is intelligent life
somewhere out in space
Because there’s bugger all down here on
Earth
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I have included Eric Idle’s “Galaxy Song”1 for
the same reasons that I used it as the
frontispiece for “The Human Soul” published
back in 2007. The reason is to show, in a
non-serious way, how little we really
understand about our Universe, our solar
system, the Earth and ourselves.
Humans have become so focused down onto
the minutiae of our day-to-day lives that we
forget that we have a greater purpose beyond
being a “wage slave”.
The other main problem we seem to have
developed over the past few years is that we
only see the world around us in very small
“bites” – if it isn’t immediately in front of us
on our computer screen, we don’t consider it
and, as soon as we change the web site, we
have forgotten what we read on the last web
page. We seem to have forgotten all about
context and history.

Introduction
The Galaxy Song1

Whenever life gets you down, Mrs Brown
And things seem hard or tough
And people are stupid, obnoxious or daft
And feel that you’ve had quite enough
Just remember that you’re standing on a
planet
That’s evolving and revolving at nine
hundred miles an hour
It’s orbiting at ninety miles a second, so it’s
reckoned
A sun that is the source of all our power

Mr Idle’s little ditty also highlights another
problem we have – we see ourselves as being
very small and this makes us insecure. Added
to which are the determined efforts by the
“Elite” to keep us in a permanent state of fear
so that we only think about our lives in
reference to whatever is currently making us
afraid.

The sun, and you and me, and all the stars
that we can see
Are moving at a million miles a day
In an outer spiral arm at forty thousand miles
an hour
Of the galaxy we call the Milky Way

Given that we do not understand who and
what we actually are, how we are
deliberately kept in a state of fear and we do
not remember what our true place is within
this Universe, is it any wonder that people
have begun to look for help from beings and
places beyond our solar system?
The line in the song: “And pray that there is
intelligent life somewhere out in space…”
seems to have caught a great many people’s
interest and they are looking to other races to
come in and save them from themselves.
However, the Velon, and all of their
misleading disguises, should not be seen as
being “intelligent life”.
If we properly understood ourselves and our
place in current Universal history, we would
know absolutely that we have all of the
information and the tools we need already
with us here on Earth.
We already have everything we need to solve
our problems as part of our fundamental
make up – we have just forgotten that we are
so much more than we have been
propagandised into believing.

Our galaxy itself contains a hundred billion
stars
It’s a hundred thousand light years side to
side
It bulges in the middle to sixteen light years
thick
But out by us it’s just three thousand light
years wide
We’re thirty thousand light years from
galactic central point
We go round every two hundred million
years
And our galaxy is only one of millions and
billions
In this amazing and expanding universe
The universe itself keeps on expanding and
expanding
In all of the directions it can whizz
As fast as it can go, the speed of light you
know
Twelve million miles a minute
And that’s the fastest speed there is
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provide a new “clean” energy source for the
planet’s own use.
This new energy was successfully connected
and the Earth prepared Herself for the
coming change of levels of human
consciousness.
The Earth completed Her part of the work
required and left humans to resolve their
own situations, making their own use of the
new energies.
This 1996 energy was entirely separate from
the new galactic energies as they were
designed specifically to help us to meet the
“deadline” of 2011/2012.

The Situation Since 1996

D

ecember 21st 2012 was a critical day
in a series of recent critical days that
began in 1996.

To try and re-tell our history, as recorded in
the Akashic, at this point would be pointless –
this is fully covered in my books.
But, some historic connections need to be
made in order to explain the significance of
1996 and the critical days that followed up to
the present.
To understand the present, you have to place
it into its historical context otherwise what is
happening now cannot be understood
properly.

The 1996 energies were connected at 5.30
pm on the 14th of August and sent a “pulse”
of energy around the planet. This pulse did
two jobs:
Firstly, it alerted everyone on the planet to the
arrival of these energies.
Secondly, it triggered an ancient memory,
buried in our DNA, that amounted to a
question and the question was: “are you
ready to undergo soul re-integration?”

The Earth revolves on its own axis.
The Earth orbits around the Sun.
The Sun travels around its own orbit,
travelling at 200 Km/hr.
On its orbit, the Sun travels through many
regions of our galaxy and, every 26,250
years, the Sun aligns with the center of the
galaxy.
With this galactic alignment, comes a new
burst of energy that can be used to rejuvenate
the energies within our solar system if the
planetary consciuosnesses choose to so do.
This 26,250 year cycle is the one referred to
in the ancient calendar systems – the most
well known of which is the Mayan Calendar.

To go into the detailed percentages of those
who said they were ready and those who said
they were not ready would be a little
confusing as there has been a major drop in
the human population since that day and so
the percentages would be meaningless.
But, what can be said is that the majority of
people said that they were not ready to
undergo re-integration.
Since then, those who stated they were not
ready have been leaving the planet (dying)
and returning to their place of soul origin.
This means that the global human population
has dropped from its peak of about 7.4 billion
in 1996 to about 3.8 billion in 2013, as some
of those who chose not to re-integrate are no
longer with us.

We began to enter the central galactic energy
stream a few years ago but the energies, as
far as their potential influence is concerned,
reached its peak between the 29th of October
2011 and the 21st of December 2012.
This is why these dates have significance. This
is why human plans (The Human Plan) were
timed to reach their conclusions at this time –
to take maximum advantage of the fresh
energies arriving from the galaxy center. This
is the Mayan “6th Sun”.
As far as the Akashic is concerned, we
humans needed to be ready to take advantage
of these new energies in order to complete
the process of soul re-integration – the
merging of the “higher self” back into the
physical body so that we once again became
“Human Beings”.

Since 1996, there have been other points
where energies were re-balanced and other
censuses taken, each census providing a more
accurate figure of who was likely to reintegrate and those who would definitely not.
The problem with humans is that we tend to
be over-optimistic when we are asked if we
can achieve something and so, what we have
seen since 1996 are percentage population
figures that have proved to be misleading.
By misleading, I mean that when asked if a
person was ready to undergo soul reintegration that person always said yes even
though they had not completed sufficient
clearance work to make themselves ready.
This is certainly true of countries in the
westernised world.
Those who live in non-westernised countries
are a little more honest and realistic and
where they said they were ready to reintegrate, they were.

Every single person on the planet was aware
of the potential offered by these new energies,
it was supposed to have been a simple matter
of being ready to re-integrate.
In 1996, as a precursor to our achieving reintegration, a new energy source was
connected to the Earth.
This new energy was designed to help people
make their final adjustments in preparation
for the end of The Human Plan as well as to
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The Recent Situation

Those who live in non-westernised countries
could have proceeded with their soul reintegration but chose to honour our collective
agreement to re-integrate at the same time as
everyone else on the planet.
It is sad to realise that if the percentages for
readiness were reversed, those in the western
world would have probably re-integrated
without regard for the state of readiness of
those in the non-westernised world and our
collective agreement.

W

hen we arrived at the critical date of
the 21st of December 2012, we
found we had a problem: the vast
majority of people living in westernised
countries were very far from ready whilst
those who live in non-westernised countries
were.
In western countries the percentage was as
low as 0.8 (zero point eight) percent of the
country’s population whereas in the nonwestern countries, the percentage was
consistently 98 (ninety eight) percent.

It would also be interesting to speculate on
what the current state of the world would be
had those in non-westernised countries
completed re-integration without waiting for
the rest of us to catch up. Certainly western
plans for the total genocide of the inhabitants
of all non-westernised countries would be
stopped.
I also suspect that they would be doing
everything they could to help those, in the
west, who had missed the deadline to catch
up as quickly as possible.

Since then, the percentages in non-western
countries has remained constant, at about 98
percent, whilst the percentage in western
countries has not risen by any appreciable
extent, and remained at around about 1
percent (the only exception is Britain where
the percentage has risen from about 8
percent to about 11 percent).
As far as our goal of re-integrating the higher
self back into the physical body is concerned,
we only ever had two options:

It is no good thinking that you could call on
the people of non-westernised countries to
help to lead you through your own clearance.
The Velon/Illuminati also have access to the
Akashic and know that we in the west are far
more gullible and malleable than those in
non-western countries. This is why Velon/
Illuminati controlled organisations are
currently vaccinating to death as many
people as possible in non-western countries
whilst at the same time engineering wars and
civil unrest to kill off as many as possible of
those who are ready to re-integrate.

Option 1: we cleared out our accumulation of
emotional debris from our lives allowing
space within our bodies to accommodate our
higher self and we re-integrated on the 21st
of December 2012.
If we had re-integrated on that day, we
would have been able to sweep aside all of
the problems that we had been experiencing
under the influence of the Velon/Illuminati
and we would have been able to begin our
new existence almost immediately.

The Current Situation

or

H

Option 2: we accepted that we had failed in
our primary task and so we had to find our
way to soul re-integration by doing it the
hard way.
This means that instead of sweeping away all
opposition in one fell swoop, we would have
to unpick each and every single layer of the
Velon/Illuminati plans and conspiracies one
by one and deal with each before we can
move on.

umans, especially those in the west,
have decided to proceed to soul reintegration but have chosen to do so
the hard way.
It is no good trying to say that there was no
choice.
Everyone on the planet was primed, back in
1996, to prepare for the coming completion
of The Human Plan. Every human on the
planet expressed their choice in this matter
and every human on the planet was provided
with ample free energy with which to work
out their accumulated problems. People in
the west failed to fulfill their choices and
promises – effectively they made a choice to
do virtually nothing, since 1996, to sort their
lives out.
In fact, not only did so many people choose
not to take responsibility for their lives and
their choices, they demanded that beings
from outside of our solar system came to their
rescue.
The amount of channeled material that has
been directed at people on Earth has risen

We missed option one and so, during the
seven months since last December, we have
been seeing the depths of the Velon/
Illuminati plans opened up for inspection.
The revelations that are coming to light
through to the middle of 2013 are
astonishing – but they are set to get worse.
As we strip our way down to the truth of the
conspiracy, more and more horrors will come
to light.
This is doing things the hard way – the
consequences of westerner inaction in action.
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exponentially since 1996 and people’s refusal
to take on the work that their individual
choice required.
Even now, so many people are hoping that
the “Aliens” who have promised so much
actually do something to get them out of the
mess they have created for themselves.
Is it any wonder that we have not moved on
since the 21st of December 2012?

The list keeps on getting longer and longer
with no end of these revelations in sight.
This is the energy of the 6th Sun in action –
forcibly stripping away all that has been
hidden.
This is not bad news.
This is good news.
All this stripping away of the old is
happening because this is what people chose
to do – to do things the hard way – and the
energies for change are making it happen as
rapidly as possible.
The grumbling and mumbling I hear from
people about:
“I want to hear some good news”
“I am tired of hearing about corruption”
“I am depressed that we have not moved
forwards”
“I am depressed that we haven’t achieved
soul re-integration”
“Are we ever going to achieve soul reintegration?”

Not only are so many people still hoping that
the “Aliens” will fulfill at least one of their
broken promises but everyone appears to be
totally shocked by the revelations coming
about under the energies of the 6th Sun.
Everyone seems to have forgotten that human
choices have led to us having to achieve soul
re-integration the hard way.
Doing things the hard way means just that:
we have to unravel all of the problems that
have been misleading us and holding us back
so when all of the information that is now
coming to light is made public, people panic
and become depressed.
Why? The release of this information should
be making everyone happy as their choices
are actually being fulfilled.

On and on, complaints and whinging. And
yet, this was the choice that people made.
This is the energy of the 6th Sun in action,
sweeping away the old in order to make room
for the new.
In order to achieve soul re-integration, each
individual has to clear out all of their past
emotional debris in order to make room for
their higher self to enter the body.
By choosing to take things the hard way, this
act of clearance has to happen on an
individual level, a neighbourhood level, a
county level, a country level and a global
level.
This clearance is happening – you just have
to see it for what it is – clearance leading to a
new way of living, a new way of being.

Over the past few months, we have begun to
see many of the plans and schemes of the
Velon controlled Illuminati coming to light.
• The control of governments by transnational companies.
• The control over the media and how
“news” is bent to manipulate our view
of the world.
• The control of the financial system.
• The control of the security services.
• The control of the police.
• Paedophile rings at every level of
government, the judiciary and the
Vatican.
• Government actions proving that
democracy is a complete sham.
• Civil unrest in many countries where
the population is attempting to oust
regimes that are not acting in the best
interest of the electorate.
• “Global Warming” is a complete
sham. Temperatures did rise from the
end of the last mini-ice-age, that
finished in 1850, but then stopped
rising in1996.
• There are no actual food shortages –
even Britain dumps 30 million tonnes
of edible food into landfill every year.
Food shortages only arise because of
government policies or the actions of
trans-national companies promoting
GM crops.
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A New Way of Living

I

am often asked if I can describe the way
in which we are likely to live once we
have achieved soul re-integration.
It is something that is quite difficult to do, as
we do not have the vocabulary to explain the
sensations, senses and abilities that a full soul
state brings about.
Can we still achieve a full soul state?
The answer is YES – we just have to wait a
little longer than was first hoped.
I did try to describe how life could be once
we re-integrate in “The Human Soul” and so
here is an extract from that book.
Given that we could have achieved our aims
between 2011 and 2012, the description in
the book is set in 2111. This date does not
have any particular relevance other than it
was a future date that related to 2011 – it
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does not mean that we will have to wait until
2111 to achieve our aims.

Communication is so much easier when all
you have to do is think of someone specific
and send them a greeting. Their reply is also
psychic and you are able to discuss your
plans from where you are and they can “talk”
to you from wherever they are.
Your friend says that they need to gather
some more fruit and you decide to join them
on their quest. To meet your friend, you just
think yourself by their side and take your
body along with the thought.
But your friend wants a bigger adventure
than just visiting their local trees, they want
an exotic fruit that does not grow in the
country where you are. Together, you
psychically scout out some trees or bushes
that are growing in that country and look for
a place to “land” nearby. As you project your
thoughts to your chosen landing place, you
carry your body with you across the land and
ocean to arrive next to your chosen fruits.
But, it is too nice a day to just “work” at
picking fruit so you send out a psychic
thought to see if there is anyone close by or
are there any animals who are prepared to
spend some time to join in and play.
All animals can be communicated with in the
same psychic way as you communicated with
your friend. All communication is possible
when carried out psychically and, because
you and the animals understand each other
perfectly, there is no fear and no aggression;
just enjoyment in each other’s company.
After a couple of hours of playing with three
tiger cubs, you receive a psychic communication from your partner and five-yearold son who want you to go and join them.
Your friend decides to travel back with you
and so you thank the tiger cubs and their
mother and begin to gather the fruit you
went there for, psychically telling your
partner that you will join them shortly.
In order to carry your gathered fruit, you
both make carrying baskets from the woven
leaves of the trees you are picking from. This
is not a skill you needed to be taught, you just
accessed the Akashic for the knowledge of
how to make the baskets and “downloaded”
the knowledge so that you wove a perfect
basket at your first attempt. The same is true
for any other skill that is required – it is just a
question of accessing the information stored
within the Akashic.
With your fruit gathering over, both you and
your friend transport yourselves back . . .”

“As you are gently awakened by the sound of
birdsong, you arise from your night-time
slumbers either in the house you have chosen
to occupy or from your bed in the open air.
The sun-filled air is crisp and clear without
the hint of pollution – all of the air, sea and
fresh water pollution were psychically
cleared years ago.
There is no rush, no work to go to, just a
relaxing day spent with your friends or
associates or just gently exploring the world
around you.
You start to think about breakfast. In bowls
around you are freshly picked and ripe fruits
in abundance. These are all fruits you picked
the day before.
Our need for large intakes of food has passed
long ago and our diet is of a selection of
fruits, nuts and berries that we gather from
the abundant fruit trees all around us. There
are also all of the vegetables you have planted
and grown in your own garden.
The buildings of old are gradually crumbling
away as nature once again reclaims the land
from the concrete and the tarmac.
Once you have had your fill of your leisurely
breakfast, you think about what to wear;
certainly, you will not need much as the days
are now comfortably warm and filled with
sunshine. The rains only arrive occasionally
and, instead of being cold and damp, are
warm, gentle and refreshing. So the choice of
clothing is more to reflect your mood than for
a need to protect yourself against the
elements.
There are no particular fashions, just
whatever you choose from your wardrobe of
garments you have fashioned yourself. Gone
are the days of worrying about your figure as
your body follows your natural form and
energies and everyone accepts each other
exactly as they are without comment or
comparison.
The weather does not make too much
difference to what we choose to wear, as we
are capable of adjusting our bodies to
whatever temperatures we happen to
experience.
The northern hemisphere now has a subtropical climate with very settled weather
patterns. The same is true for the southern
hemisphere; settled and sub-tropical weather.
It is only around the equator where the
climate can reach extremes; both of high
temperatures and tropical rainstorms.
Once dressed, you step out into the warm
sunshine and gentle breeze. As you were
getting dressed, you were thinking about
where you would like to go today and whom
you would like to share the day with. Once
you have made up your mind, you send out a
thought calling to a friend.
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Sounds like a very pleasant lifestyle to me how about you?
Contrast that style of living against the
promises made by the likes of The Galactic
Federation of Light, Ashtar Command, Ra,
The Andromedean Council – what their
channeled messages promise is a life
somewhere away from the Earth, in an
unspecified location, where you will
“ascend” to a fifth dimension.
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Given that very brief glimpse of our future
life on Earth, why would any human want to
go anywhere else?

message was from. The Akashic is very clear
on this.
The Velon promised that they would help
people to “ascend” to a fifth dimension but in
order to so do, we all must leave the planet so
that the Earth could also be helped to
“ascend” to a fifth dimension.
Has a single promise, made through these
channeled messages, ever been kept? NO.
And yet I see that as we pass through 2013,
the number of people who want these false
promises to come about has not diminished –
channeled lies are as popular as ever.

The Earth is our home. The Earth is our
birthright. Don’t let anyone take it away from
you.
The Problem

A

s has been said over and over again, the
process of soul re-integration cannot be
stopped – it is only a matter of when,

not if.
There are almost three million people on the
planet who have already achieved the state of
soul re-integration and the vast majority of
the populations of non-westernised countries
are ready to make the shift.
This means that the problem lies with the
populations of western countries.

The energies of the 6th Sun are sweeping
away the conspiracies of the Velon/Illuminati
very rapidly. Every day we see new depths to
their scheming, subterfuge and cruelty. So
the first part of the Velon problem is being
identified and dealt with.

Having analysed the current situation in as
great a depth as I possibly can, one answer
presents itself as the underlying cause – the
Velon.
The Velon problem falls into two parts:

However, the second part of the problem
remains.
The Earth, Her guardians and others from
outside of our solar system, are doing
everything they can to evict the Velon from
our galaxy and our Universe.
But, we live in a Universe of free choice and
for as long as people on Earth freely choose to
hold the Velon close to our planet; the actions
of the Earth and Her guardians to evict them
are very limited.

Part One: the Velon took over control of the
Illuminati as they were forming as an
orgainsation and have remained in control
until the very recent past.
The Velon plans are to make the Earth their
own. This has meant taking control, through
the Illuminati and Bilderbergers, of all of the
organisations that regulate and control the
infrastructure of human life.
Although the Illuminati was taken over by
human political types in recent years (see
“Project Human Extinction”), their agenda
remains the same and they still require Velon
energy patterns to fulfill their plans of
creating an “Elite” with a “slave” population
of 500 million.

People, in the western world, need to wake
up to the reality that nobody is going to step
in and save us: we have to achieve our goals
by ourselves.
Once we have, collectively, achieved soul reintegration, we can welcome in all of the
other races with which we share our
Universe, but until we have completed reintegration, they cannot act to help us nor
can they show themselves openly.
Let’s face it, if a flying saucer landed on the
White House lawn, all of those who have
looked to the channeled sources to save them,
would look to these new visitors to save them
instead.

Part Two: the human population was largely
unaware of the controlling work of the
Illuminati until fairly recently - most are yet
to catch up with the reality of Velon control.
Since 1996, and the connection of the new
energies for change, everyone on the planet
was aware that the time for change had
arrived.
However, instead of embracing these new
energies to complete their own soul reintegration, the majority of people in the
western world looked away from the Earth to
try and find someone who offered to save
them from themselves – someone who could
offer them a “free-ride”.
Into this role stepped the Velon and all of the
myriad of disguises they presented through
their channeled messages.
Every channeled message received in at least
the last 50 years has been from the Velon
regardless of whom it was claimed the
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Nobody can save us, nobody can step in and
do the work humans need to do – we need to
do this for ourselves or the whole of human
existence, past, present and future becomes
pointless.
When we have achieved our goal of reintegration, the other races are ready and
willing to step in and help us with our
adjustments to our new full-soul state – and
they would be very welcome.
What we are faced with is a human problem
that requires a human solution.
There is nobody “out there” that can solve
this problem for us – there are no other
humans in this, or any other universe. The
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Earth and human life are unique throughout
the whole of Creation.
There are two reasons why there has not been
full “disclosure” about UFO’s and other races.
Firstly, the military want to keep all “alien”
secrets to themselves.
Secondly, and by far the biggest reason, is
that the other races do not want disclosure of
their existence to be fully known as they are
fully supportive of what is happening here on
Earth, at this time, and they realise the
magnitude of the events that humans are
resolving but that it can only be resolved by
humans. Their intervention at this time
would not serve any useful purpose as far as
soul re-integration is concerned.

sources are combining together to help us, in
the western world, to achieve our goal.
There is no judgment of anybody in the west,
just a sincere wish to help us overcome our
difficulties so that we can all move forwards
together and do so when the time is right.
The sooner we resolve and remove our past
problems, the faster we will all be able to reintegrate.
The more we drag our feet, the more we
prolong the agony.
But, however long we take to reach soul reintegration, reach it we will – of that there is
absolutely no doubt.
The timing is up to you.

The Future?

_________________________________

W

e missed our deadline but that does
not mean that we have lost our
chance at soul re-integration. What
has changed is our ability to change
everything in one single move – instead of
clearing everything away on the 21st of
December 2012, we now have to work with
the energies of the 6th Sun and clear our
problems one by one.
Although the scene, described above, of what
life on Earth will be like in the future was set
in 2111, it could just as easily have been set
in 2015, 2020, 2030 and so on. We have not
lost our ability to re-integrate, we have only
delayed it.
At the moment, there is no definite date by
which we must complete the job; that
depends on how we handle the release of the
information that the 6th Sun is bringing to
light and how each individual works with the
new energies.
Since the start of January 2013, everyone on
the planet has been feeling under pressure to
clear out their own past problems and
emotional debris. Much of the complaining
and whinging in recent months is not so
much because of all of the bad news coming
to light, but people realising that they still
have clearance work to do on themselves and
they are feeling the pressures that the 6th Sun
is bringing.

REMEMBER that you are a soul who has
chosen to come to Earth to experience
physical life. When you die, you re-merge
with the rest of your higher self and can
zoom around the Universe as you please.
But, whilst on Earth you are physical but you
are still that soul with all of those capabilities.
The whole purpose of being on Earth is to
find the way to bring all of your immense
soul energies into the physical body.
Do you understand this at last?
Whenever life gets you down, Mrs Brown
And things seem hard or tough
And people are stupid, obnoxious or daft
And you feel that you’ve had quite
enough.
Just remember that you’re standing . . .

__________________________________________

Footnote

The paradise life-style described above can be
regained – this is, after all, how we lived our
lives on Atlantis – we are returning full circle
to the state of being we had at that time.
There are no right or wrong answers to the
dilemmas we are all facing, individually and
collectively, there are only your answers.
As each individual clears out the problems
from their own lives, they add their energies
to the process of re-integration. We are not
only working with the energies of the 6th Sun,
we are also working with the energies of
those in the non-western world who are
ready as well as the 3 million who have
already completed. All of these energy
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The Galaxy Song was written by Eric Idle.
Music by Eric Idle and John Du Prez.
Taken from Monty Python’s film “The Meaning of
Life”
I did attempt to contact Eric Idle, or his agents, to
obtain copyright approval to reproduce the lyrics here
but unfortunately, I could not find any way of
contacting him.
The lyrics are available on many websites.
You can also watch Eric Idle and the Monty Python
team perform the song on YouTube.
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Price: £ 11.95

ISBN 186163224-X
Price: £ 11.95

_______________________________

The Universal Soul

DVD’s

ISBN 186163273-8
Price: £ 12.95

Hardwired Into the Akashic
New Paradigm Films
Filmed by Terje Toftnes

The Human Soul

2hr 20 mins PAL

ISBN 186163273-8
Price: £ 13.95

The Velon Threat to
Human Existence
Filmed by Miles Johnston
2hrs PAL

Project Human Extinction
written with Dave Morgan

This interview is also
available on YouTube

ISBN 1-86163-312-2
Price: £ 16.95

The Annunaki Plan? or
The Human Plan?

Please Note: Amazon does NOT stock these
books & DVD’s nor have they ever placed an
order with the publishers.

ISBN 978-0-9566696-0-5
Price: £ 6.50

All books are available from your local bookshop.
All books and DVD’s are available from:
www.cygnus-books.co.uk

Synthesis

Podcast interviews are also available on:
www.thespiritguides.co.uk
www.redicecreations.com
www.OYMradio.com

ISBN 978-0-9566696-1-2
Price: £ 9.50
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